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We report on a new measurement of the beam transverse single spin asymmetry in electron-proton
elastic scattering, Aep

⊥ , at five beam energies from 315.1 MeV to 1508.4 MeV and at a scattering
angle of 30◦ < θ < 40◦. The covered Q2 values are 0.032, 0.057, 0.082, 0.218, 0.613 (GeV/c)2.
The measurement clearly indicates significant inelastic contributions to the two-photon-exchange
(TPE) amplitude in the low-Q2 kinematic region. No theoretical calculation is able to reproduce
our result. Comparison with a calculation based on unitarity, which only takes into account elastic
and πN inelastic intermediate states, suggests that there are other inelastic intermediate states
such as ππN, KΛ and ηN. Covering a wide energy range, our new high-precision data provide a
benchmark to study those intermediate states.

PACS numbers: 13.60.Fz, 11.30.Er, 13.40.Gp

As a probe of hadron structure, electron scattering
has two advantages: the structurelessness of the elec-
tron and the smallness of the electromagnetic coupling
(α ≈ 1/137). The small coupling allows to expand the
scattering amplitude in powers of α and to interpret ex-
periments within the one-photon-exchange (Born) ap-
proximation. This leading order approximation enables
a straightforward extraction of the electromagnetic form
factors with the Rosenbluth separation technique [1]. For
a precise extraction of the form factors it is necessary to
include higher order quantum corrections [2, 3]. Impor-
tantly, most of those corrections do not alter the Rosen-
bluth formula in that they contribute an overall factor to
the cross section.

The contribution that is expected to break this pat-
tern [4, 5] is the two-photon-exchange (TPE) diagram
depicted in Fig. 1. For a long time the TPE effects have
eluded direct experimental searches [6–8]. The situation
changed when a striking discrepancy between the Rosen-
bluth separation [9, 10] and the polarization transfer [11?
–13] data on the proton form factor ratio µpGE/GM was
observed. To evaluate the TPE corrections one needs to
model the doubly-virtual Compton scattering (VVCS)
in the most general kinematics. This involves calculating
the two-current correlator with inclusive hadronic inter-
mediate states. The full account of the inclusive interme-
diate states contribution can be made in the limited near-
forward kinematics [15]. Beyond the forward kinematics,
it is only possible to account for the elastic [16–19] or the
pion-nucleon (πN) [20] intermediate state contributions.

The theoretical framework for calculating the TPE

contributions plays an important role in evaluating the
two-boson-exchange corrections to precision low-energy
tests of the Standard Model (SM) in the electroweak sec-
tor. The proton polarizability contribution to the fine
structure of light muonic atoms stems from the TPE dia-
gram and is a substantial ingredient [21] in the proton ra-
dius puzzle, the 7σ discrepancy in the value of the proton
charge radius extracted from hydrogen spectroscopy [22]
and electron-proton (ep) scattering [23] on one hand, and
muonic hydrogen [24, 25] on the other hand. The situa-
tion stays confused with a small proton radius from elec-
tron scattering [26] and a large proton radius from hydro-
gen spectroscopy [27]. The hadronic uncertainty of the
forward γZ-box correction has recently raised a signifi-
cant interest [28–40] in the context of a precision deter-
mination of the weak mixing angle with parity-violating
electron scattering [41, 42]. Similarly, recent works on
reducing hadronic and nuclear uncertainties of the γW -
box correction [43–47] prove central in extracting the Vud
element of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) ma-
trix and testing the CKM unitarity, a sensitive probe of
the SM extensions [48]. Experimental observables explic-
itly sensitive to the TPE mechanism are instrumental in
developing a dispersion-theoretical framework for TPE.

The lepton-proton scattering amplitude in presence
of TPE can be parameterized in terms of six general-
ized form factors G̃E(Q2, ε), G̃M (Q2, ε) and F̃i(Q

2, ε),
i = 3, ..., 6 [49], where Q2 is the negative four-momentum

transfer squared, and ε = (1+2(1+ Q2

4M2 ) tan2 θ
2 )−1, with

M and θ being the nucleon mass and the lepton scat-
tering angle, respectively. In the Born approximation
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G̃E(Q2, ε) and G̃M (Q2, ε) reduce to the usual electric and
magnetic Sachs form factors GE(Q2) and GM (Q2) which
are independent of ε, while the remaining four amplitudes
Fi vanish. The modified ε dependence of the transverse
and longitudinal transferred polarizations in polarized ep
scattering has been investigated [14]. The interference
term of the one-photon- and two-photon-exchange am-
plitudes, which is proportional to the 3rd power of the
lepton charge, contributes to the cross section with op-
posite signs in the case of electron-proton and positron-
proton scattering. One can study the real part of G̃E ,
G̃M and F̃3 by measuring the cross section ratio

σe−p
σe+p

.

Such measurements have been performed by CLAS [50],
VEPP-3 [51] and OLYMPUS [52].

On the other hand, one can study the imaginary part
via transverse single spin asymmetries, defined as A⊥ =
σ↑−σ↓
σ↑+σ↓

, where σ↑(↓) stands for the cross section with the
spin of the polarized particle is parallel (antiparallel) to

the normal vector to the scattering plane ~Sn =
~k×~k′
|~k×~k′|

,

with ~k and ~k′ being the initial and final three-momenta,
respectively. With the spin polarization vector ~P refer-
ring to either the polarized target or polarized beam, the
asymmetry is expressed as Amea = A⊥ ~P ·~Sn. This single-
spin observable is odd under time reversal [53], thus in
absence of net CP -violation it requires a non-zero imag-
inary part of scattering amplitudes. The one-photon-
exchange amplitude being purely real for spacelike Q2,

the transverse spin asymmetry is A⊥ =
2ImM2γM?

1γ

|M1γ |2 .

The target asymmetry is sensitive to the imaginary part
of G̃E , G̃M and F̃3 that conserve the lepton helicity, and
is of order O(α) ∼ 10−2. A measurement of the target
asymmetry was reported in Ref [54]. The beam trans-
verse spin asymmetry is sensitive to the imaginary part
of the electron helicity-flip amplitudes F̃3,4,5 [55] and is
of the order of α · (me/E) ∼ 10−6 for electron beam en-
ergy E in GeV range. At the time when the interest on
the two-photon exchange was revived by the polarization-
Rosenbluth discrepancy, the techniques as well as exper-
tise for measuring asymmetries of part per million (ppm)
had been developed at several facilities like MIT-Bates,

e e

p p

FIG. 1. The two-photon-exchange contribution to the elas-
tic electron-proton scattering amplitude. The blob in the
lower part represents the doubly-virtual Compton scattering
(VVCS) amplitude.

JLab and MAMI, aiming at measuring parity-violating
asymmetries in electron scattering [56]. With these facil-
ities, investigations of transverse beam spin asymmetries
in various kinematic regions have been performed with
transversely polarized electrons scattering off different
targets [57–62], including A4 measurements [63, 64] with
both hydrogen and deuterium targets at the A4 experi-
ment. In this letter, we report new results of the beam
transverse spin asymmetry Aep⊥ in ep elastic scattering at
forward angles over a wide energy range, measured with
a full azimuthal-angle detector at the A4 experiment.

The experiment was performed at the 1.6 GeV electron
accelerator MAMI [65]. The MAMI electron source pro-
vides longitudinally polarized electrons [66], which are
produced by illuminating a GaAs super-lattice photo-
cathode with a circularly polarized laser. A Wien filter is
installed in the injection beam line as a spin rotator [67].
The overall effects of the Wien filter and the spin pre-
cession in the microtrons lead to a transversely polarized
beam at the target position. The electron spin is flipped
every 20 ms by changing the voltage of the Pockels cell
in the laser optics. To eliminate any possible slow drift
effects, the spin flip pattern follows a quadruplet of either
(+−−+) or (−++−), chosen by a random bit generator.
In order to test and understand any helicity-correlated
systematic effects, a half-wave plate, which introduces an
extra spin flip, is placed before the GaAs crystal for about
50% of the data-taking time. MAMI delivers continuous
wave polarized electron beams with an intensity of 20 µA,
impinging on a 10 cm long liquid hydrogen target [68].
This gives a luminosity of L = 5.3× 1037cm−2s−1, which
is monitored with a luminosity monitor (LuMo) [69]. The
LuMo consists of 8 water Cherenkov detectors and regis-
ters scattered electrons emitted at polar angles between
4.4◦ and 10◦. To measure the transverse spin asymme-
try in ep scattering, the electrons scattered between 30◦

and 40◦ are detected by a fast, totally absorbing, homo-
geneous electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) composed of
1022 lead fluoride (PbF2) crystals [70]. The PbF2 crys-
tals are installed symmetrically about the beam axis in
146 frames, each of which hosts 7 crystals. The crystal
width is 4

3 Molière radii (RM) and the length is larger
than 15 radiation lengths (X0), so more than 95% of
an electromagnetic shower are developed in a matrix of
3 × 3 crystals. When a valid shower is recognized in a
matrix by the self-triggering electronics, the signals from
all the 9 crystals are summed and digitized with an 8-
bit ADC and stored together with the polarization bit
in a histograming unit. The histogram is read out and
saved on a storage device for each 5-minute run. The
EMC is able to detect electrons with an energy resolu-
tion of about 3.9%/

√
E/GeV, which is sufficient to sepa-

rate elastically scattered electrons from others. A typical
energy spectrum can be found in Ref. [71]. For every
channel there are two such energy spectra, correspond-
ing to the two polarization states (↑ and ↓) respectively.
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FIG. 2. The asymmetries Amea measured in 146 frames of
the A4 EMC, presented as a function of the electron azimuthal
angle φe, fit by Amea = −Aexp

⊥ cosφe + C.

The number of events for ep elastic scattering is taken
as an integral over the elastic peak. The integral bound-
aries are carefully determined such that the contamina-
tion from inelastic processes is at a negligible level. Using
the numbers of events (N↑ and N↓) for both polariza-

tion states, a raw asymmetry Araw = N↑−N↓
N↑+N↓

is obtained
for every channel. Thanks to the fast spin flip, the sys-
tematic effects connected to fluctuations of experimental
conditions which are not correlated with helicity, such
as the target density, are cancelled out in Araw. How-
ever helicity-correlated differences in the beam parame-
ters between the two polarization states could system-
atically change the measured asymmetry as well. For
instance, the solid angle covered by a specific crystal
is different for two beams with different positions, re-
sulting in a false asymmetry. In the same sense, dif-
ferences in beam angle, beam intensity and beam en-
ergy also induce false asymmetries. In order to correct
these false asymmetries, the beam current asymmetry
AI , the horizontal and vertical beam position differences
∆X, ∆Y , the horizontal and vertical beam angle differ-
ences ∆X ′, ∆Y ′, and the beam energy difference ∆E
were measured every 20 ms. In the offline data analysis,
a correction is made for each detector unit, i.e. Acorr =
Araw − c1AI − c2∆X − c3∆Y − c4∆X ′− c5∆Y ′− c6∆E.
The correction coefficients ci (i = 1...6) are determined
through a multiple linear regression analysis. After this
correction, the asymmetries measured in different data-
taking periods, when the half-wave plate was either in or
out of the laser optics of the polarized electron source,
are consistent with each other, as in our previous investi-
gations [63, 64, 71–74]. The corrected asymmetry Acorr is
then normalized by the beam polarization Pe, which was
measured approximately once per day using a Mott po-
larimeter located at the beam injection line. Taking into
account the systematic uncertainty of the Mott device
and the interpolation of the polarization value between
the measurements, we end up with an uncertainty of
∆Pe/Pe = 4%. In addition, small corrections due to spin
misalignment with respect to the transverse direction at
the target position are applied in the data analysis. Fig. 2
shows the normalized asymmetry Amea = Acorr/Pe mea-
sured in each frame of the EMC. By fitting the asymme-
try distribution with a function Amea = −Aexp

⊥ cosφe + C
an asymmetry Aexp

⊥ and an offset C are extracted. Since
the beam current asymmetry has been corrected for, the
offset C is a measure for the target density asymmetry.
Continued improvements of the liquid hydrogen target
operation and the beam stabilization systems over 10
years has led to an operation point with reduced tar-
get density fluctuation by a factor of 20 as compared to
the early measurement [71]. Our analysis has shown that
we do not need any correction for target fluctuation for
the data presented here. The vanishing offsets measured
at 315.1 MeV, 420.2 MeV, 510.2 MeV and 855.2 MeV
demonstrate that the target density fluctuation in our
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TABLE I. The beam transverse spin asymmetry in electron-proton (ep) elastic scattering (Aep
⊥ ) measured at each beam energy.

Q2 is determined as cross-section weighted average over the detector acceptance. Four systematic uncertainties, which contribute
the total systematic error are list in the last rows.

Beam energy [MeV] 315.1 420.2 510.2 855.2 1508.4
Q2 [(GeV/c)2] 0.032 0.057 0.082 0.218 0.613
Aep
⊥ [ppm] -2.22 -6.88 -9.32 -7.46 -0.06

Statistical error [ppm] 0.40 0.53 0.63 1.22 2.89
Total systematic error [ppm] 0.43 0.42 0.62 1.55 1.90
Helicity correlated beam differences 0.36 0.29 0.49 1.37 1.47
Polarization measurement 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.11
Spin angle measurement 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.17
Al target window dilution 0.22 0.30 0.38 0.73 1.19

experiment was very well controlled. The offset mea-
sured at 1508.4 MeV deviates from zero by 6.33 ppm,
but is compatible with zero within 3 σ. The asymmetry
Aexp
⊥ is given by the ep scattering asymmetry Aep

⊥ , diluted
by the background asymmetry AeAl

⊥ from the electron-
aluminium (eAl) scattering at the target window. The
aluminium dilution factor f, defined as f = YeAl

Yep+YeAl
, with

Yep and YeAl being the yield of ep and eAl scattering re-
spectively, was measured to be 0.060 with a relative error
of 10%. For the eAl asymmetry we adopt the theoreti-
cal calculation in Ref. [75]. The ep asymmetries deter-
mined as Aep

⊥ = (Aexp
⊥ − fAeAl

⊥ )/(1− f) are given in Ta-
ble I. The statistical and total systematic uncertainties,
as well as uncertainties due to helicity-correlated false
asymmetries, beam polarization, spin angle and target
window dilution are also listed.

As shown in Fig. 3, the ep beam transverse spin
asymmetries (Aep⊥ ) measured in this work are consis-
tent with our previous measurements [63]. More impor-
tantly, the new measurements substantially expand the
energy range, thus enable TPE studies in a vastly ex-
tended kinematic region. Our experimental data show
that Aep⊥ increases with beam energy from 315.1 MeV to
510.2 MeV, and reaches a plateau between 510.2 MeV
and 855.2 MeV. At the first three energies our experi-
mental errors are smaller than 1 ppm. With the decrease
of the ep scattering cross section, the measurements at
higher energies have increased statistical errors. Despite
of the large uncertainty, the asymmetry measured at
1508.4 MeV is consistent with zero. To understand the
data, several theoretical calculations are shown in Fig. 3
as well. The heavy baryon chiral perturbation theory
adopted in Ref. [76] (solid black curve) is seen to repro-
duce our data point at 315.1 MeV but is only valid at
much smaller incident electron energy. In Ref. [77] the
imaginary part of the VVCS amplitude is related to the
total photoabsorption cross section σγp by the optical
theorem. While optical theorem is only applicable in the
exact forward limit, Ref. [77] proposed a phenomenolog-
ical approach to extend it to small finite values of Q2.
The updated calculation in the relevant kinematics in
that approach is represented by the green curve. Ref. [55]
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FIG. 3. Aep
⊥ as a function of beam energy. Note the data

point at 855.2 MeV from Ref. [63] is shifted horizontally for
a better view. The bands reflect the dependence of the mean
scattering angle on beam energy.

accounts for the elastic and πN intermediate states. The
dashed line represents the elastic contribution, which is
expressed in terms of the proton from factors GE and
GM . The γ?p→ πN amplitudes are taken from the lat-
est MAID analyses of single π electroproduction observ-
ables [78]. This calculation has given results which agree
well with our backward-angle data [64]. As shown in
Fig. 3, our forward-angle asymmetries are significantly
smaller than both calculations. The substantial discrep-
ancy might be resolved by including higher-mass interme-
diate states such as ππN, KΛ and ηN in the calculation of
Ref. [55]. For the calculation in Ref. [77], off-forward con-
tributions need to be added. Covering a broad range of
exchanged photon energies and virtualities, our measure-
ments offer possibilities to benchmark future extensions
of theoretical calculations.
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